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Introduction to Realtime Publishers
by Don Jones, Series Editor

For several years now, Realtime has produced dozens and dozens of high‐quality books
that just happen to be delivered in electronic format—at no cost to you, the reader. We’ve
made this unique publishing model work through the generous support and cooperation of
our sponsors, who agree to bear each book’s production expenses for the benefit of our
readers.
Although we’ve always offered our publications to you for free, don’t think for a moment
that quality is anything less than our top priority. My job is to make sure that our books are
as good as—and in most cases better than—any printed book that would cost you $40 or
more. Our electronic publishing model offers several advantages over printed books: You
receive chapters literally as fast as our authors produce them (hence the “realtime” aspect
of our model), and we can update chapters to reflect the latest changes in technology.
I want to point out that our books are by no means paid advertisements or white papers.
We’re an independent publishing company, and an important aspect of my job is to make
sure that our authors are free to voice their expertise and opinions without reservation or
restriction. We maintain complete editorial control of our publications, and I’m proud that
we’ve produced so many quality books over the past years.
I want to extend an invitation to visit us at http://nexus.realtimepublishers.com, especially
if you’ve received this publication from a friend or colleague. We have a wide variety of
additional books on a range of topics, and you’re sure to find something that’s of interest to
you—and it won’t cost you a thing. We hope you’ll continue to come to Realtime for your
educational needs far into the future.
Until then, enjoy.
Don Jones
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Copyright Statement
© 2011 Realtime Publishers. All rights reserved. This site contains materials that have
been created, developed, or commissioned by, and published with the permission of,
Realtime Publishers (the “Materials”) and this site and any such Materials are protected
by international copyright and trademark laws.
THE MATERIALS ARE PROVIDED “AS IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,
EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE,
TITLE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. The Materials are subject to change without notice
and do not represent a commitment on the part of Realtime Publishers its web site
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limitation, for any direct, indirect, incidental, special, exemplary or consequential
damages whatsoever resulting from the use of any information contained in the Materials.
The Materials (including but not limited to the text, images, audio, and/or video) may not
be copied, reproduced, republished, uploaded, posted, transmitted, or distributed in any
way, in whole or in part, except that one copy may be downloaded for your personal, noncommercial use on a single computer. In connection with such use, you may not modify
or obscure any copyright or other proprietary notice.
The Materials may contain trademarks, services marks and logos that are the property of
third parties. You are not permitted to use these trademarks, services marks or logos
without prior written consent of such third parties.
Realtime Publishers and the Realtime Publishers logo are registered in the US Patent &
Trademark Office. All other product or service names are the property of their respective
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If you have any questions about these terms, or if you would like information about
licensing materials from Realtime Publishers, please contact us via e-mail at
info@realtimepublishers.com.
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Developing a Backup Strategy for Hybrid
Physical and Virtual Infrastructures
Small and midsize businesses may find that either a mix of virtualization platforms or a
hybrid physical and virtual infrastructure makes selecting a single solution difficult. Being
able to put best‐of‐breed solutions together as part of a cohesive backup and recovery
strategy is going to be critical to any business.
The critical first step is to survey the existing infrastructure to see which workloads are
virtual and on which platform they reside. For a variety of reasons many businesses use
multiple different hypervisors and even still some physical workloads. This decision can
add to the cost and complexity of supporting a proper backup and recovery plan.
The first articles in this series discussed the goals of improved recovery time objective
(RTO) and recovery point objective (RPO). Each backup and recovery solution is going to
have a different effect on RTO and RPO. Even the best physical server backup solutions are
not going to have the type of RTO and RPO advantages that a well‐designed virtual backup
solution will. So what is a business with virtual servers and legacy physical servers
supposed to do to ensure a complete backup solution?

What Kinds of Integration Are Possible with These Two Different
Backup Solutions?
One of the biggest challenges that a business can face in disaster recovery is trying to
balance the need for quick and complete backup and recovery with the technical
differences of multiple platforms. Ideally, a business is going to have a centralized strategy
for backup that involves a single hypervisor platform, but this isn’t always the case in
practice.
Integration doesn’t always mean that the platform or platforms selected for backup have to
be tightly integrated from a management standpoint. Integration also applies to the storage
of backups and the processes for implementing, testing, and verifying those backups.
Both virtual and physical backups are going to have the same options for storage. Disk‐
based storage has come down in price so much that it has supplanted tape as the storage
medium of choice. This has led to faster backup and restoration for both physical servers
and virtual ones. Disk‐based backup isn’t the only option, though.
The cloud has become an ever‐present force in driving more flexible backup and
restoration options. Many organizations have been building their own private cloud
infrastructures to address the need for disaster recovery resulting from the loss of a site.
Realistically, though, many smaller organizations aren’t going to be able to afford the cost
of building, testing, and maintaining a private cloud.
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To leverage the cloud most cost effectively, a small business is going to need to rely on
someone else’s cloud. The good news is that the cloud options are much more extensive
than they were just a few years ago. Security and scalability of general‐purpose cloud
backup infrastructures are greatly improved. Nonetheless, there is still going to be
extensive work to get it all into a cohesive plan.
One of the best features that can contribute to a cloud‐based effort is an integrated cloud
backup solution. Leveraging a backup solution for physical and virtual servers that is
designed with some form of cloud integration will eliminate the possible problems with
trying to fit one vendor’s backup platform into another vendor’s cloud. This integration will
save time and money. Most important, when a cloud backup option is part of the backup
platform natively, there are none of the compatibility problems that can wreck a well‐
planned backup strategy. Direct cloud integration will work more reliably because the
backup vendor has built the solution and tested it end to end.

Integrating the Old and New into Something Coherent
There will be times when legacy physical servers are going to be a fact of life. One of the
first things to do is analyze why there may still be physical server workloads in the
network. There should be little reason to have physical server workloads in place at the
present based on the maturity of virtual solutions.
Most physical servers that are still in operation are the result of either specialized
hardware needs that aren’t supported under the particular virtualization platform, or the
business is engaged in other priorities that have meant that a full server virtualization is in
progress or planned, but not yet complete.
Dealing with legacy physical servers is going to be a fact of life for some businesses.
However, this doesn’t mean that other legacy technologies need to be a part of the
equation. Combining the physical and virtual servers with image‐based backups that go
from disk‐to‐disk and ideally disk‐to‐disk‐to‐cloud will help overcome many of the
challenges inherent to still leveraging those legacy servers.

Getting the Most ROI with the Lowest TCO
The most ROI is going to come from leveraging a single solution for backup and recovery.
The costs for licensing, training, and support will scale best when a single backup and
recovery platform is used. This also means that a single virtualization platform is going to
fit best with optimal ROI. Keeping multiple hypervisors in play will mean that multiple
solutions for backup are going to be needed. To keep cost and complexity down, businesses
are increasingly standardizing on a single hypervisor.
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In order to truly analyze the ROI and TCO aspects of a backup and recovery solution, the
first item to look at is the type of environment. VMware’s vSphere platform has been the
market leader for some time, and trends show that this will continue to be the case for the
foreseeable future. Accordingly, vSphere backup solutions are going to be required.
Businesses are going to continue to deploy vSphere for the bulk of virtualization
requirements. With the new vSphere 5 release, there are several enhancements that are
going to continue to drive this adoption. Using a backup solution designed and supported
with vSphere 5 will be crucial.
With that said, there still may be two types of environments that are going to have different
challenges. We have to start by looking at what type of environment by asking a few
questions and then determining how to best fit that to the model for backup and recovery.
Is It a Virtual Environment?
Virtual environments bring advanced options for quick backup and restoration. This is due
to the fact that the virtualization platforms were designed to isolate the operating system
(OS) from the physical hardware in such a way as to make backups possible from outside of
the guest (OS). The virtualization platforms also were designed with programming
interfaces that make it much easier for third‐party applications to perform backups that are
certain not to adversely impact the running guest virtual servers.
VMware’s vSphere in particular uses a series of APIs for storage interaction that enable a
backup solution to snapshot the guest OSs, ensuring that backups are successful. This
quiescence process allows for backups that will not break mission‐critical applications like
Microsoft SQL Server or Microsoft Exchange. By standardizing on the vSphere platform
with a single supported image‐based backup solution, ROI is going to be maximized.
Is It a Hybrid Environment?
Hybrid environments are going to have both physical servers and virtual ones. This
situation is the trickiest to plan for because it requires a mix of different solutions to
address the differing needs of both the physical and virtual platforms.
A recent study shows that only about 4 in 10 servers are virtual. This seems lower than
personal experience would dictate, but nonetheless, it illustrates that even the plans to go
virtual haven’t yet been fully realized. Regardless of the business needs, there are still going
to be some physical servers. In a hybrid environment where there are going to be a mix of
physical and virtual servers, the ROI calculation is more complex that it is with a virtual‐
only environment.
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Solutions for a hybrid environment must be optimized for the hypervisor and still provide a
similar technology set for supporting backup of the physical servers. In both cases, the
image‐based backup technology underlying either solution should be similar. This makes
supportability that much better and more cost effective, which in turn positively impacts
ROI. Being able to use a single vendor or a single solution for backup of both physical and
virtual servers will drive down the TCO for the solution.

Should All Servers Be Virtual?
The question of whether all servers should be virtual is an important one to answer. As we
have previously discussed, there are several advantages to server workloads being virtual.
For our purposes, we are going to limit this just to the aspect of backup and recovery.
We have really only identified one type of server that can’t appropriately be virtualized; a
server with specialized hardware that is not supported. Based on the benefits in terms of
supportability, cost savings, and better RTO and RPO values that come from using a single
hypervisor will mean that some mechanism for migrating from other hypervisors or
physical servers needs to be used.
There are many physical to virtual (P2V) tools that can accomplish the job with varying
degrees of success, but the added cost can adversely affect ROI The selected physical to
virtual (P2V) and virtual to virtual (V2V) solution will ideally allow unlimited migrations
from your current platform into the hypervisor platform.
By combining a backup solution with the ability to migrate to your hypervisor, you get a
much higher ROI for the selected solution. Training administrators on a single solution
ensures reduced training costs for transitions from P2V. It also helps to ensure greater
success in P2V conversions.

Ensuring Scalability
Scalability is one of those terms that almost always seems to imply some form of
complexity. This doesn’t have to be the case. When selecting a solution for both physical
and virtual server backups, the ability to manage the solution from a single pane of glass is
going to be critical to getting the best ROI with regard to support costs.
Administrators are increasingly used to being able to employ a single vendor for a
particular function. In the backup arena, this means selecting a vendor that can handle
backups of all the server workloads in the infrastructure, whether on a variety of different
hypervisors or even physical servers, in such a manner that enabled the solution to scale
from a single host server to dozens or even hundreds.
With VMware’s dominance in the virtual landscape, the ability to back up multiple
hypervisors isn’t as much of a problem as tackling the multitude of distributed virtual
servers in the infrastructure. Using a single interface to manage the backup of virtual
servers across the business units will greatly reduce the cost of maintaining a solution.
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Using the single interface also ensures that there are no mistaken configurations when
performing backups. Settings applied to backups can be easily standardized ensuring that
there are no operator errors leading to future problems with restoration. This also means
that any changes that are made to the configuration of the backup of the virtual servers can
be easily done across the entire business’ virtual server landscape in a single location.

Where Do Licensing Model and Philosophy Fit?
One of the key advantages of virtualization is the efficient use of hardware to host many
more virtual servers than the traditional single server per piece of hardware model. When
choosing how to back up virtual servers, be sure that the licensing model of the solution is
the one that fits your consolidated network the best. This means that you should look for a
solution that licenses based on the host itself and not the virtual machine count.
For limited amounts of virtual workloads, this may not seem like a big deal, but it really is.
Keeping track of licensing and inventory for both physical and virtual servers adds to the
cost to support the infrastructure. It can also make licensing compliance a nightmare. The
last thing you want is to have the rollout or expansion of your virtual infrastructure reliant
on backup licensing problems.
Another key area where cost is often missed is in the licensing and maintenance of the
platform on which the virtual backup solution runs. Just when you think you’ve got all of
your licensing worked out, you find out that you need another Windows Server‐class
system on which to run the backup software. When you are trying to consolidate servers,
asking for an additional licensed OS from which to run the backups isn’t going to go over
well with budgeting.
For small virtual infrastructures, the backup solution should be able to run from a desktop‐
class system running some flavor of the Windows desktop family. Windows desktops are
inexpensive and everywhere. Repurposing a legacy system or even getting a new one is
going to be far less expensive than the cost of a server for the same purpose.
For larger organizations, or even for smaller ones that want to have a quick installation,
easy setup, and minimal ongoing maintenance, the virtual server backup solution should be
available as a preconfigured virtual appliance. Virtual appliances are fantastic for several
reasons. Ease of installation, standardized virtual hardware, small footprints, and near‐zero
variations from environment to environment mean that the appliances are going to be
easier to use and easier to support.
Small businesses that are going to be new to virtualization need a solution with a design
philosophy that embraces simplicity. Most small businesses aren’t going to have the
technical expertise to install and maintain complex virtual backup solutions. Virtual
backups really don’t need to be complex. Sometimes the simplest answer is the best one.
Being able to have backups running in less than 15 minutes from the time an installation
began is the hallmark of this point.
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Complexity is cited as one of the main reasons that businesses aren’t properly backing up
their virtual infrastructures. It has been estimated that as much as 40 percent of small
businesses aren’t backing up their virtual servers at all. Those that do regularly back up are
around only 15 percent. Other studies show that even when backups do occur, they are
infrequent. Anything that can be done to make the process of backing up virtual servers
easier to implement and less complex to support and maintain should help to increase the
percentages of businesses that properly back up their virtual infrastructures. By choosing a
single provider for backup of virtual servers and physical servers with easy‐to‐use and
easy‐to‐deploy options, you will get not only all of the benefits promised with virtual server
backups but also a complete solution to back up for the entire physical infrastructure and a
seamless path to a completely virtual one.
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